Roof Lanterns

Flat Roofing
and Lanterns

Britelite Roof Lanterns are a perfect solution for a new
build traditional Orangery, extension or can be inserted
into a new Britelite Flat Roof to help give you the
feeling of light and space.
Whether your new living space is for a dining room,
kitchen, living room, bedroom or bathroom, the
Britelite Lantern Collection is a perfect, elegant solution
for your home.
The lanterns will enhance any home – traditional or
modern. Its strong ridge reduces the need for multiple

bars, allowing you to use the maximium amount of
glass which lets light flood into your room.

Sizes

Glazing

Our lanterns are available in a wide range of
rectangular sizes up to 4m x 6m.

Choose highly efficient thermal glass to help reduce
heat loss and noise pollution in your new living space.
This will let the required amount of light into your room.

Colour Options
Get the WOW factor by choosing Aluminium
Anthracite Grey or Satin Black colour options to
match with the latest bi-fold doors or White PVC to
match with modern window frames. Internally, the
lantern roof can be clad in White PVC or upgraded
to Anthracite Grey or Satin Black to either match or
contrast with your chosen external finish.

Roof Vents
Why not add a roof vent to let in fresh air – roof vents
are available with manual and automatic openers with
rain and temperature control.

Flat Rooflight
Give a home extension more light with the Britelite Flat Rooflight.
Creating the illusion of open roof space, the minimalistic
external and internal sightlines creates a sleek, modern
appearance and is a stunning addition to any home extension.
Thanks to Britelites unique aluminium external and internal
capping, with a bespoke structural PVCu internal core, it is
not only attractive, but also the best double glazed thermal
performing Flat Rooflight on the market.
Our Rooflight is the ultimate glazed Flat Rooflight designed
to throw maximum light into any home.

• Exceptional
Performance
• Overall U value (double glazing and frame)
1.3 W/m2K
• Structural PVCu internal core with superior
thermal properties
• Weather resistant - 5 degree pitched kerb
• Insulated kerb upstands available
• Minimal external and internal sightlines
• Hidden direct fixing and strap fixing
alternative
• Clip in external weather bar and internal
cover trim

Freephone
0800 50 50 70

In the UK rain is always around the
corner, so keeping your flat roof leak free
is vital. But now there is a stylish high
performance solution, that will keep the
water out of your property for good.

Call 0800 50 50 70
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Balconies, Walkways
and Stairs

Flat Roofing

For heavy-duty applications such as balconies,
walkways, terraces, roof gardens and steps,
Britelite Flat Roofing provides an extra level of
performance and waterproof protection on areas
subject to frequent foot traffic. The system is fitted
with a choice of our coated aggregate finish which
is available in any of our standard colour options or
matched to most RAL or BS4800 colours or our antislip finish for extra grip in wet conditions. Balustrade
supports, tiles or decking can be easily incorporated
into the system providing limitless possibilities for
your next project.

Britelite are delighted to introduce our newest
addition to the range which is the Ultimate Flat Roof.
It is a GRP roofing system that’s built to last. With
full BBA certification and a solid guarantee, a wide
range of colours and finishes and independently
proven low environmental impact. Britelite’s Flat
Roofing is the finest roofing system money can
buy. It is only fitted by our trained and approved
installers. We provide a free of charge survey and
quotation for almost any project of any size. All of
our workmanship is
guaranteed so you
can have complete
peace of mind.
Our installer will strip
a roof right back to
the joists and fix on
new OSB3 18mm
decking with or
without insulation
in the build up. Pre-form GRP edge trims are fitted
to finish the sides, then our installers lay a hard
wearing, heavy duty Britelite GRP laminate onto the
surface, as standard.

Britelite Flat Roofing
and Lanterns

Once it’s cured Britelite then coats the roof with our high
performance roofing top coat.

Green Roof

Britelite’s Flat Roofing is versatile and flexible for new build
roofs, replacement roofs, listed or iconic buildings.
We will only ever use fully trained installation teams so we
can ensure the workmanship meets the high standards of
our Ultimate Roofing system.

Britelite’s Flat Roofing can be turned in to a
totally bespoke green roof* based exactly on your
requirements. You can also opt for one of our low
maintenance sedum green roofs. As well as creating a
naturally beautiful area, Britelite green roofs add sound
insulation and deliver energy savings. They will protect
your property from internal temperature fluctuations in
the summer and winter months.

All of our Flat Roofing is fire retardant and completely UV
resistant and comes in many different colour combinations
as well as specialist finishes.
With our commitment to the environment we are also proud
our system is sustainable by design and safe to install. As we
use no heat, it has even been rated as A/A+ in the generic
BRE Green Guide.
Britelite Flat Roofing offers a ultimate BBA Certified fibreglass
flat roofing system. Our GRP (also known as fibreglass)
roofing systems are installed by our fully trained and
approved installers and are supplied with
a solid guarantee from a name you can trust.
So don’t delay and get your Flat Roofing quote today!

Green Roofs cannot be installed onto an existing Flat Roof system unless it is replaced with a Britelite Flat Roofing system. Subject to structural calculations.

*
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